centre, probably when a split in the board beneath it was mended with some form of reinforcement. Having been glued back to the board over the reinforcement the two strips of parchment were later removed from the binding to which they were attached.
ii Now that they are reunited in a transparent archival sleeve in their original form as one fragment, it is possible to read across them twenty-seven lines of Middle English verse, copied in a late fifteenth-or early sixteenth-century hand:
iii first a couplet, whose relationship to what follows is unclear; then three rhyme royal stanzas, which take the form of a petition from a lover to a lady for 'redres of alle my sorowes smert'; and finally two more couplets which appear to form an envoy to the preceding stanzas. Below the lines is painted a red, bleeding heart pierced cross-wise by two red arrows, and surmounted by a green quatrefoil in whose separate leaflets some words have been copied. The initial letters of the rhyme royal stanzas and the envoy are Whether the fragment began life as a single piece of parchment rather than part of a larger codex is also unclear. The verso is blank, which might mean that the fragment was originally part of the final leaf of a larger manuscript (or gathering), or alternatively might argue for its early existence as a single piece of parchment, designed for presentation in the manner of a letter or 'bill'. It may also have had a fairly long life as a pastedown. Greg's notes suggest that it was 'used in the binding of a book in which it has apparently been pasted against other manuscript matter, most likely some fourteenth century liturgical work, which has caused an off-set'. The offset is still visible, in the form of carefully-spaced script which runs at right angles to the Middle English poem. There is nothing to indicate that the fragment did not start out as a small, independent piece of parchment used in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century by a fairly practised scribe for the copying and embellishment of a love-poem.
As will be evident from the text supplied below, the tone of the love lyric is humorously uneven, perhaps deliberately poking fun at the platitudes of courtly love poetry. While its addressee, 'Susane', is praised in conventional terms for her 'plesaunce', 'gentilnes', and 'curtesie', it turns out that she is also a 'lady of venerye': a mistress of hunting, but perhaps also of sexual activity. vii The sly suggestiveness of this phrase is developed in the lover's petition that she should hold him in her arms to keep him warm, offer him 'daliaunce', viii and should take her 'plesaunce' of his body.
Some element of sexual suggestiveness may also play around the couplet preceding the rhyme royal stanzas; although it is hard to read and its relationship to the following lines is unclear, it makes reference to someone who 'wrought folye … with a man priuely'. The final rhyme royal stanza returns to the need for secrecy ('kepe it secret and not disclose'), and the lover signs off in the concluding four lines with a cryptic puzzle which sounds as if it is meant to suggest his own name.
It is tempting to interpret this lyric as a petition conceived for a real 'Susan' by an admirer familiar with the tropes of late Middle English courtly verse who was sufficiently practised as a scribe to copy and ornament his poem and to draw at the end of it the conjoined motifs of quatrefoil and bleeding heart. In some respects, 7 This line is metrically awkward and the scribe added to above the line; the meaning seems to be 'when you reward him don't disdain to kiss him'.
11 This line suggests a winter date of composition and/or presentation. A worm-hole in the parchment has obscured parts of the letters in the final words of lines 11 and 12.
12 defawte: failure, absence.
18 daliaunce: intimate conversation.
19 The suggestion 'take your pleasure of my body' is unusually frank for a courtly love poem of this kind. Archaeology and the Life Course (Woodbridge, 2012), appendix 7, 265-6. She also describes the exchange of love gifts between young people to 'convey the promise of intimacy' and the prevalence of the heart used as a romantic symbol (109-12).
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